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Abstract 
Heibig, A.G., Control machines: a new model of parallelism for compositional specifications and 
their effective compilation, Theoretical Computer Science 87 (1991) 43-80. 
We present a model of parallelism and a specification language which allow modular (composi- 
tional) specifications of parallel processes. The specifications specify the states of the processes 
and broadcasted signals. We also give an algorithm which compiles the main part of this 
specification language and requires only linear time and space. This specification language is 
therefore a logical programming language for parallel processes, efficiently compilable. 
The model introduces a new communication mean: the synchronization f processes on common 
states, which implement rigorously instantaneous communications. This is made possible by the 
introduction of a control environment. The model exhibits a strong connection between temporal 
logic operators and regular operations on processes. It also allows a natural representation f
hierarchical networks of processes and of dynamic creation of processes. We also give a fully 
abstract semantics based on modular specifications. 
The model and the specification language have been designed for real-time applications although 
the basic ideas are more general. 
I. Introduction 
Proofs of concurrent processes have been intensely investigated in the last few 
years. Processes are often specified and proved either in terms of automata [4, 33, 
44] or in terms of temporal ogic formulas [27, 44, 40]. Even automatic temporal 
logic checkers, uch as CESAR [37], EMC [12] and MEC [1] actually run. Neverthe- 
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less all those proof systems have exponential complexity for concurrent systems, 
and often even when dealing with a single automaton and a single formula [10, 27]. 
In fact, Sistla and Clarke [39] proved that for even the simplest linear temporal 
logics, the model checking problem (checking that a given automaton is a model 
for a given formula) is PSPACE-complete. On the other hand, the Clarke and 
Emerson model checker EMC dealing with branching time temporal logic [15], has 
a linear complexity in both the size of the formula and the size of the automaton. 
Emerson and Lei [18] also gave small polynomial time model checkers for fragments 
of the propositional Mu-calculus and efficient model checkers for reasoning under 
fairness constraints in branching time temporal logic [16, 17]. However because of 
the non-compositionality of their specifications, all those efficient model checkers 
have exponential complexity for concurrent systems: in order to model a process 
Pl lip2, one has to construct the product automaton of Pl and P2, which size is 
[Pl[" [Pz[. (Pl and P2 denote processes and pl I1P2 their parallel composition). 
Since the verification of concurrent systems is difficult, another approach as 
been suggested: the direct synthesis of concurrent systems from given specifications. 
Various methodologies have been proposed: [11, 14, 34, 28, 19, 2, 3, 43]. But again, 
all those decision procedures have high and often exponential complexity and 
theoretical results from [26, 39] show that in fact this problem is PSPACE-complete 
for linear and branching time temporal logic. 
This is why compositional (modular) proof systems have also been widely investi- 
gated. Roughly speaking, a proof system is modular if it allows the proof of process 
Pl II p2 just from specifications ofpt and P2; a special case being when f(p~) ^  g(P2)~ 
f^ g(p~ HP2) holds. ( f  and g will denote specifications of processes expressed in a 
temporal logic; f(p) denotes that p satisfies f) .  Such methodologies greatly decrease 
the verification and synthesis problems, as shown later. The first result was given 
by Misra and Chandy, [32], whose work has had a great influence on numerous 
others and especially ours. Let us also mention [38, 42, 36, 47]. The main idea is 
to reason on the process histories and not on their internal states or on their 
operations. Although the previous ystems are really compositional, it is not unfair 
to say that they are often complex and very restricted. In fact, there is still a gap 
between temporal logic, an elegant but nonmodular specification language, and 
those modular proof systems and specification languages. It has been partially filled 
by Nguyen et al. [36]. But their proof system does not allow to mention internal 
states of processes in the modular specifications and is restrictive ven when dealing 
with communications. It also gives no insight on how to synthesize a given 
specification. 
Similar ideas on the histories have been applied in the field of concurrent process 
semantics and have led to compositional semantics [25, 9, 23, 41]. Let us also 
mention [31] about compositional semantics. These compositional semantics are 
intended to provide a basis for compositional specifications and proofs. Such a goal 
has been aimed for in [20]. But again this proof system seems irksome and difficult 
to use, mainly because the concurrent systems designer has to deal with very low 
level details. There is a need for a higher level specification language but we believe 
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that there is no obvious and easy relationship between such low level semantics 
and higher level modular specification languages. 
Hence we focus on the following aims: 
(1) Finding another model of parallelism, for synthesis. The idea is such that the 
previous complexity results hold only for classical parallelism models. 
(2) Finding the modular part of the temporal logic (in this new model), for proofs. 
Another aim of this paper, closely related to modularity, is to provide a formal 
framework for the still informal methodology used by real-time and parallel process 
designers. Roughly speaking, when designing such a process, one thinks of it as a 
"black box" having a certain behavior under certain hypotheses. This means that, 
for practical purposes, this black box has a semantics expressed by a formula 
("having a certain behavior under certain hypotheses") rather than by (a set of) 
traces or a domain of computations. It also means that this semantics (the process 
specification) is intended to be modular: in any environment satisfying the 
hypothesis, the process will have the expected behavior. 
So in the following, we will only consider modular (compositional or stable by 
parallel composition) specifications, nonmodular specifications being useless for 
the programming methodology previously described. A property f is said to be 
modular iff Vpl, P2 processes, f (p , )~f(p ,  ]]P2). Consider for example the process 
p (Fig. 1). A black point in a state means that there is an initialization control in 
this state (at t = 0 or before), p behaves as follows: if the signal e is present at t = 0 
(In Presence ), p executes the transition toward s2. Else, it executes the transition 
toward Sl. Then E×s, holds, meaning that there exists (£) an execution of p such 
that at time t = 1 (×), p is in sl. 
Suppose now that p works in parallel with a process pl which forces ip e for p 
(Pl emits e at time t =-1) .  Then AXs2( p ]]Pl) holds, meaning that for every (A) 
execution of pllpl, at time t= 1 (X), p]]p, is in s2. Then the property EXs~(p) is 
useless if we consider p ]1P~. That is to say that considering nonmodular properties 
oblige to consider processes working alone. In particular this forbids parallel or 
reactive processes and program development. 
On the other hand, modular specifications allow a natural programming 
methodology: 
(1) Synthesis: If we are trying to realize f=  g A h (trying to find a model p for 
f=gA h), we just have to find p~ and P2 realizing g and h (or g~h and g). Then 
we have split the original problem into two smaller ones. 
t=O i a  e 
) 
ip  e 
> 
Fig. 1. 
-~ ° . ° 
~ O t O 
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(2) Proof: Conversely, if we are trying to prove that an already written program 
p -- p, II p2 realizes (is a model for) f = g ^  h, we just have to prove that pl and P2 
realize g and h. 
(3) Compositional semantics: g and h may be thought of as p~ and P2 semantics. 
Then the p = p~ II P2 semantics is f = g ^  h. 
(4) Debugging: Suppose that the program p = p~ II p~, which should realize g ^  h 
by means of g(p~) and h(p2), is false because g(p~) does not hold. In order to 
correct it, we just have to correct p~ ; there is no need to modify P2- 
(5) Program development: If we now want to realize f^  g ^  h, we must have to 
find P3 such that h(p3); then f^  g ^  h(pl IIP~ lip3) holds. Again there is no need to 
modify P2 (and Pl). 
Notice that sometimes it is even possible to realize compositionally a nonmodular 
formula. Let Af  be a nonmodular formula, Ag a modular one such that Ag~Af ,  
and CM a control machine realizing Ag: CM Ag. Then VCM', CM II CM' Ag and 
then CMIICM'Af. So CM compositionally realizes Af, even if Af  is not 
compositional. 
In conclusion, we will only consider modular specifications in the following. We 
will also show that modular specifications allow to define a fully abstract semantics. 
Section 2 presents general ideas about modular specifications. Sections 3 and 4 
introduce a new model of parallelism and Section 5 introduces the operational 
semantics of processes. Section 6 and 7 present the specification language. In Section 
8, we introduce a modular sub-language of the specification language. Then, in 
Section 9, we prove that under certain (natural) hypotheses, our model is the only 
one which achieves modularity. Sections 10 and 11 present extensions of the modular 
specification sub-language. Section 11 extension leads to a semantics fully abstract 
with respect o an observational one. Section 12 shows that the previous modularity 
results may be extended to environments. Section 13 gives a synthesis algorithm of 
linear complexity. Section 14 applies the previous ideas to hierarchical design of 
processes. 
2. Modularity 
Extending Misra's and Chandy's ideas [32], we will define stable specifications 
of process executions. Let Pl, P2, P3 be processes. Let exec(p~ ; P2 II P3) be an execution 
of Pl in the environment P2 liP3 and let exec(pl iP2; P3), execution of p~ lip2 in the 
environment P3, be the same execution seen from the pl lip2 point of view (i.e. 
exec(pl ; P2 II P3) and exec( p~ II p2, p3) are making the same nondeterministic choices). 
Let f be an execution specification. We define 
[ f  stable] <::> [Vpl  ; P2 ; P3 ; Vexec(pl ; P211P3); 
f exec(pl ;P2 lip3) ~ fexec(p l  ip2, p3)]. 
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Now suppose that Pl satisfies Af(p,) with (definition) 
[Af(p,)] ¢~ [Vp2; Vexec(p~ ; p2);fexec(p~ ;P2)] 
Then, if f is stable 
[Af(p,)] ~ [Vp2 ;P3 ; Vexec(p, ;P2 [I P3); f exec(pl ;P2 ]1P3)] 
[Vp2; P3; Vexec(p, lip2; p3);fexec(p~ lip2; p3)] 
[Af(p, II p2)]. 
Then Af(p,)~Af(p, lip2) holds, meaning that Af  is a modular property: So A] 
is a modular property i f f  is stable. The two fundamental points are (1) to use a 
specification quantified by the universal quantifier (2) where f is stable. ( f  is stable 
just means that i f f  is true from p~ point of view, it is also true from the p~ II P2 one. 
f could be called invariant oo). 
This result is valid for any specification language, a temporal logic or not; it is 
also valid for any model of parallelism. In particular, the processes may communicate 
by synchronous or asynchronous communications, by broadcasting or buffer or 
rendez-vous.. .  
We will now give an example to formalize the previous ideas in the case where 
the specifications belong to a temporal logic and the processes have a particular form. 
3. The model of parallelism 
The elementary processes are extensions of finite input-output automata called 
control machines (CM). Time is discontinuous. At time t, a control machine is in 
one or more states Sj(t) (has one or more controls). Depending on its environment, 
it will execute several transitions, being in several states. The transitions are nondeter- 
ministic. They bring it at t+ 1 in state Sk(t+ 1). A control machine is initialized at 
tcM <~ 0 with $1 its initial states set: at tcM, this machine creates controls in all the 
states of S~. A control machine may emit signals. They are stocked in an environment 
called signal environment (EnvE') [6]. If a control machine emits the signal e at 
time t, then e will be in EnvE' at t+ l .  EnvE' is erased between two instants: 
e ~ EnvE'(t + 1) does not allow to deduce that e ~ EnvE'(t + 2). Any control machine 
may read or write in it. 
A process p is a set of control machines working in parallel, that is to say executing 
their transitions imultaneously, as if they were alone, but reading and writing 
signals in the same signal environment. (Notice that we will often call a control 
machine a process, i.e. a set of control machines). Between t and t + 1 every control 
machine of p had made at least a transition (there is no blocking state). We have 
just seen that if the control machines CM, and CM2 are working in parallel, their 
signals are stocked in the same signal environment. We do the same for the states 
(controls): we stock the controls of two different control machines in a same control 
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environment EnvC'. (EnvC, EnvC', EnvE, EnvE' are functions of time). This must 
be understood as follows: if s is a state common to processes Pl and P2 and if p~ 
is in s at time t, then we force P2 to be in s at t. So a process P2 may be in s at t 
for two very different reasons: 
(1) Because P2 had executed itself at t - 1 a transition toward s. This is the classical 
case. 
(2) Because P2 is working in parallel with p~ which arrives in s at t, s being 
common to p~ and P2. 
The second mechanism, called "state identification", is in fact an instantaneous 
communication (and synchronization) mechanism between processes. 
The processes are working in environments constituted by processes or other 
"actors" which are not or which cannot be modelled by processes (the operator for 
example). An environment creates a control environment (EnvC) and a signal 
environment (EnvE). So the process P2 may reach s at t for another eason: 
(3) Because s c EnvC at t. 
The second and third mechanisms can be easily implemented. A process is 
implemented as a table of transitions describing each of its transitions. A control 
machine is implemented as a single transition table compounded of the transition 
tables of its subprocesses. A set of control machines CMi working in parallel is also 
implemented as a single transition table, compounded of the transitions tables of 
each of the CMi. (Notice that the transition table is conceptually unique but can 
be implemented on several computers). The controls and signals are implemented 
by common environments, asdescribed previously. I f  at t, Pl arrives in s (mechanism 
2), then s is written in EnvC'(t). Then between t and t + 1, Pl will execute a transition 
from s. But P2 will also execute (another) transition from s. Between t and t+ 1, 
the transition table, which includes the transitions of P2 (and also those of p~), will 
be scanned and, as s belongs to EnvC'(t), one or more transitions of p2 from s will 
be activated. The third and the first mechanisms work in a similar way. 
EnvC and EnvE are supposed to be fixed and independent ofp~ and p: reactions. 
The process Pl II p2, working in the environment (EnvC; EnvE) creates himself new 
signals and controls. We put them together with a copy of (EnvC; EnvE) and get 
(EnvC'; EnvE'). So (EnvC'; EnvE') contain all the states and signals while 
(EnvC; EnvE) describe the environment independent of p~ and P2 executions. 
Physically, EnvC and EnvC' are in two different places, even if EnvC' contains a 
copy of EnvC. Notice that EnvC and EnvE may be the actions of an environment 
of others processes, tocked somewhere lse than in EnvC' and EnvE'. For example 
let P3 be a member of this environment; P3 will write its controls and signals in 
(EnvC; EnvE) and in (EnvC'; EnvE'). So p~ and P2 will read P3 controls and signals. 
But conversely, P3 will read its controls and signals not in (EnvC'; EnvE') but in 
(EnvC; EnvE). So p, and P2 will not influence P3 and (EnvC; EnvE). This leads to 
a hierarchy of levels of processes, where P3 is at a higher level than pl and P2, which 
are at the same level. So P3 may influence p~ and P2 but the converse is false. Pl 
and P2 may influence one another. 
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i p  sl ; s, ' 
i a  s2 ; s2 ' em es ; ea ' 
D ' , D i p  e, ; e, ' 
i a  e2 ; e2 ' 
Fig. 2. 
The transitions have the form described in Fig. 2. This means that if 
sl; s'~...eEnvC'(t), s2; s'2...¢EnvC'(t), 
el; e ' l . . ,  e EnvE'(t), e2; e~. . .~ EnvE'(t), 
then the process will execute this transition emitting e3, e~ . . . .  Notice that the 
preconditions of the transition ame both the states and the signals while the actions 
realized by this transition only use signals (but arrives in states sl at t+ 1). This 
avoids temporal paradoxes uch as the one described on Fig. 3 where the state s2 
would be broadcasted immediately, so ia s2~s2~ia  s2 would hold. 
We will also allow transitions uch as those of Fig. 4 meaning that in presence 
of e, the control machine simultaneously executes the two transitions. This will also 
be denoted as in Fig. 5. In the same way, we will denote, as in Fig. 6, when the 
process may choose nondeterministically between the transition toward sl or the 
one toward s2. The general transition form is the one depicted in Fig. 7. 
i a  s~ s2 
D , , D 
Fig. 3. 
i p  e [ ]  
) 
i p  e [ ]  
Fig. 4. 
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ips, ipe 
i as  ' , i ae '  
Fig. 7. 
em et [ ]  
em e2 [ ]  
em ea 
IA > [ ]  
e111 e4  
4. The formal definition of a control machine 
Let S be a set of states, E a set of signals and P(S)  the power set of S. Consider 
the functions of time EnvC (EnvC') and EnvE (EnvE'), 
EnvC : Z ~ P (S)  EnvE : Z ~ P (E)  
t~  EnvC(t) t-~ EnvE(t). 
t ranges over Z for notational convenience. EnvC (EnvE) is definitely fixed. 
EnvC' (EnvE') will be defined later. A control machine CM is an n-tuple: CM = 
(X; Y; S(CM); tcM; St; 8). Notice that there is no set of terminal states as in the 
classical definition of an input-output automaton. This is so because our processes 
are supposed to be working continuously with no blocking state. 
• S(CM) __q S is the set of CM states. 
• CM is supposed to be activated at tcM ~ 0 from its set of initial states S, (Si_c 
S(CM)). This means that at tCM, CM will add Si to EnvC'. 
• X is the set of inputs: Xc_P(S)  xP(S)xP(E)xP(E) .  An input x= 
(S1,  S2, E l ,  EE) GX is such that $1c~$2=0 and E~c~ E2=0. $1 and $2 (E~ and 
E2) are the sets of states (signals) which must be present and absent, x will also 
be noted (ip S1 ; ia $2 ; ip E~ ; ia E2). 
• Y is the set of outputs: yc_ P(E) .  
* 6 is the transition function. 6 : S(CM) x X ~ P (P (  Y x S(CM))). We can also note 
Let 
8 _ S(CM) x X x P( Y x S(CM)). 
8(S0, (ip SI, ia S2, ip El, ia E=)) 
={{({e,. la;. . . ;el . l .¢l l};Sl ,1) ... ({el,~,.,;. . . ;el.~l,~l~l};Sl,~,)} 
{({ekj,,;... ; ek, l,¢kl}; Skj) . . .  ({ek,~k,,;... ; ek,~k,,k~k}; Sk,~k)} 
{({era , , , , ; . . . ;  em.l,13ml}; Sin, l) "." ({e . . . . .  1 ; ' ' ' ;  e . . . . .  ,m~m}; S. . . .  )}}. 
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This means that if CM is in So at t and if the states of S~ are present in EnvS 
(S~ _c EnvS) and those of $2 are absent in EnvS ($2c~ EnvS =0), and so for E~ and 
E2, then nondeterminstically, CM will choose one (or more) k and will execute the 
transitions toward Sk.~, • • •, Sk.~k emitting for these transitions 
{ ek,1,1 ", . . . , ek,  l ,Bk l}  . . . { ek,c~k, 1 ; . . . ; ek,  c,k, Bkc, k} .  t~ must be such that there is no blocking 
state. 
5. Process executions 
Let P~ and P2 be two deterministic processes (the nondeterministic case is similar). 
We now write C, C', E, E'  for EnvC, EnvC', EnvE, EnvE'. We denote by 
exec(p~, P2, C, E) the execution of p~ (and not of p~ ]1P2) while working in parallel 
with P2 in the environment (C, E). (In the nondeterministic case we should consider 
Exec( p~ , P2, C, E ), the corresponding execution set.) exec( p~ , P2, C, E ), also written 
as exec, is a function of time 
exec :Z~ P(S)  x P (E )x  P(S)  x P (E) ,  
t~  (execl(t), exec2(t), exec3(t), exec4(t)). 
Intuitively, execs(t) is the set ofp~ states (and not those o fp l  l iP2) at  t for the 
execution exec; exec2(t) is the set of signals emitted by Pl at t; exec3= C'(t);  
exec4(t) = E'(t) .  
C'(t)  is still the set of all the present states, ofp~, P2 and C. In the same way, 
E'(t)  is the set of all the signals present at t: those emitted by p~ or P2 at t -  1 and 
those belonging to E(t) .  Then we have the following definitions: 
So(t) <::> soeexecl(t) ,  emeo(t )  <::> eoeexec2(t), 
ipso( t )  <::> so~exec3(t), ipe( t )  ¢:> eeexec4(t).  
S(pl) is the set ofp~ states. We then define 
(1) C' ( t )=C( t )uAS(p , ; t -1 )wAS(p2; t -1 )wI (pz ; t )w I (p2 ; t ) ,  
(2) E ' ( t )=E( t )wexec2(p~;  t -  1)u exec2(p2; t - l ) ,  
(3) exec l ( t )=C' ( t )c~S(pO,  
(4) exec2(t) = ~(execl(t) ;  C'(t);  E'(t)) ,  
where AS(pl,  t - 1) is the set of the states attained at t by Pt by means of a transition 
(then started in another state of Pl at t -  1). 
(1) l(p~ ; t) is the set of controls created in p~ at t by means of an initialization 
of a control machine belonging to Pl 
I (p l  ; t) = {s c S I3CM c p, ; tCM = t and s e S~(CM)}. 
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We should have had C'(t)= C(t)u S(pl; t)n S(p2; t) where S(pl ; t) is the set of 
p~ states at t. But 
S(pl; t )= AS(p~; t -1 )~ [AS(p2; t -1)c~S(pO]uI (p l ;  t) 
and then 
C'( t) = C( t) u S(p, ; t) u S(p2 ; t) 
= C(t)uAS(pl ;  t -1 )wAS(p2;  t -1 )u I (p l ;  t)wI(p2; t), 
which is (1). 
(2) means that there is a delay of one time unit between the emission and the 
reception of a signal. 
(3) means that if p2 is in s at t and if s is common to Pl and p=, then Pl is in s 
at t too. Note that this definition allows a process to be in several states at the same 
time. 
(4) means that Pl emissions at t are functions of p~ states and of its signal 
(ip e; ia e) and control (ip So; ia So) environments. 
We define now AS and /2. Let x=(ipS1;iaS=;ipE1;iaE2)~X. Then Sic_S; 
Eh c_ E; S1 n $2 =0; E1 n E2=0. We say that x accepts C'(t) [E'(t)]  iff 
S1c_ C'(t); SacTC'(t)=O [ElC_E'(t);E2nE'(t)=O]. 
In the same way let y - - (em E3)~ Y; (E3~ E). We say that e belongs to y iff 
e ~ E3. Then we define 
SoC AS(p1; t) <:~ [3sl ~ execl(pl; t -  1); 3CM1 control machine of Pl; 
CM 1 = (X ,  Y; tCMl; S(CM0; SI1 ; 61) ; 3dl c 61 such 
that dl = (sl; x~; y~; So) and x accepts C' ( t -  1) and 
E ' ( t -  1)]. 
In the same we define 
ecexec2(Pl;  t) <=> [3sl~execl(p~; t); 3CMI~Pl ;  CMI=(X;  Y; tcMl; 
SI, $11 ; 61); 3d1~61; d l=(s l ;  xl ;Yl;  $2) and C' 
( t -1 )  and E'( t -1)  are accepted by xl and e 
belongs to Yl]- 
The previous definitions allow to construct C'(t); E'(t);  execs(t); execz(t) for 
each t. 
6. The specification language: MCTL* 
Our syntax is nearly that of [15]. 
We define a set of state formulas (abbreviated as SF) and a set of execution 
formulas (EF). These execution formulas will not describe paths but "trees" 
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(graphs): the executions are not deterministic, they may execute several transitions 
from only one initial control and we may have several controls at the same time. 
6.1. Syntax 
$2: I f f  and g are state formulas, so are f^ g and 7f. 
$3: I f f  is an execution formula, then Af and Ef are state formulas. 
Pl :  Every atomic proposition is an execution formula. The atomic proposition are 
So; ip So; ip e; em e. 
P2: I f f  and g are execution formulas, so are f^ g and ~f. 
P3a: I f f  is a state formula, then Gf  and Ff are execution formulas. 
P3b: I f f  is an execution formula, then Gf  and Ff are execution formulas. 
P4a: I f f  and g are state formulas, then Xf and fUg are execution formulas. 
P4b: I f f  and g are execution formulas, then Xf and fOg are execution formulas. 
We write ia e (in absence e) and ia So (in absence So) for ~ip e and ~ip So. We 
introduce a new operator: N (now). 
PSa: I f f  is a state formula, then Nf is an execution formula. 
PSb: I f f  is an execution formula, so is Nf. 
6.2. Semantics 
Let (C, E) be a fixed environment. We give the following definitions: 
$2: (C, E )~f^ g: classical definitions (so for v and -n). 
$3: (C, E) ~ Af(pl)C~[Vp2; Vexec(pl,P2, C, E ) ; fexec] ,  
( C, E) ~ Ef(p,)Ca( C, E) ~ ~A 7 f (p , ) .  
[p, ~ Af] ¢¢, [VC; VE; (C, E) ~ Af(pl)], 
[p, ~ Ef] ¢:> 7[p  I ~ A ~f] .  
Pc N Af will often be denoted by Af(pj). We have the very important property 
[Pl ~ Af] ¢:> [VC; rE ;  Vp2;  Vexec(pl ,P2, C, E) ; fexec]  
which means that every execution of Pl verifies f. If we define 
Exec(pl) = {exec [ 3 C; 3 E; 3p2 ; exec = exec(pl ;P2; C; E)} 
then we have 
[p~ ~ Af] ¢:> [Vexece Exec(pl) ; fexec] .  
In the following we will study the modularity of the formula p~ ~ Af, which is a 
consequence of this property. We now define fexec(p~, P2, C, E) which gives the 
semantics of the axioms Pj. We first define (C, E)~f(P~,P2) where f is a state 
formula. 
53: [(C, E) ~ Af(pl,P2)]C=>[Vp3; Vexec(p~, p2[lP3, C, E) ; fexec] ,  
[(C, E) ~ Ef(p~, p2)]¢:>[( C, E) ~ ~A ~f (P l ,  P2)]. 
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Then we define 
PI :  So exec¢~soC execl(0), 
ip So exec¢~ So a C'(0) = exec3(0) 
em e exec~ e ~ exec2(0), 
ip e exec~ e ~ E'(O) = exec4(0). 
P2: classical definitions. 
P3a: f state formula, 
[G f  exec] ~ [Vt/> 0; (Ct w C'(t) ;  E, w E'(t)) ~ f(Pl ; P2)], 
[Ffexec] ¢:~ [::It ~>0; (C ,u  C'(t) ;  E, wE'(t)) ~f(Pl;P2)]. 
C,(E,) is the suffix of C(E) beginning at t. Notice that, as C'(t)  is only defined 
at t, the notation C, w C'(t) is in fact incorrect. Notice too that in Vt the quantifier 
¥ ranges over N and not over Z. 
We have to keep P2 in this definition in order to achieve modularity. This will be 
detailed later. 
P3b: f execution formula, 
[Gfexec]  ~ [Vt>-O;fexec,], 
[Ffexec] ¢~ [3t>>-O;fexec,]. 
where exec, is the suffix of exec beginning at t. One easily proves that: exec,(t') = 
exec(t '+ t) and 
exec,(pl,  P2, C, E) = exec(p~, P2, Ct W C' ( t ) ,  Et w E'(t)). 
This equality allows us to consider the t < 0 as an initialization phase leading to 
the right environment at t = 0. In the nondeterministic case we should work on 
execution sets. Otherwise, if we want to keep the same equalities we must consider 
the exec(pl, P2, Ct w C'(t), Et w E'(t)) making the same nondeterministic choices 
as the considered exect(Pl,p2, C, E). 
P4a" f and g state formulas, 
Xf  exec ¢~ (C~ w C'(1); E1 w E'(1)) ~ f(pl, P2), 
fU  g exec ¢:~ :It'; V0~ < t ~< t'; (Ct w C'(t) ;  Et w E'(t)) ~ f(Pl ;P2) 
and (Crw C'(t ') ;  Ecw E'(t')) ~ g(Pl ; P2)]. 
P4b: f and g execution formulas, 
[Xfexec] ¢:~ [ fexecl ] ,  
[ fUg excel ~ [3t' ;  V0~< t~< t ' ; fexec ,  and g exec,,]. 
PSa: f state formula, 
Nfexec ¢::, (Cow C'(0); Eow E'(0)) ~f(Pl,P2). 
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P5b: f execution formula, 
Nf=f. 
The meaning of ANAf' is the following: consider first AXAf'(pl). This means 
that, for every process P2 working in parallel with pl and for every execution (A), 
at the next moment, i.e. with the controls and signals present at t = 1 (X), the property 
Af ' (p l ;  P2) holds. While AXAf' deals with t = 1, ANAf' deals with t --0. ANAf'(p0 
means that, for every process P2 working in parallel with p~ and for every execution 
(A), at that moment, i.e. with the controls and signals present at t =0 (N), the 
property Af'(pl;P2) holds. 
7. Normal form 
We assume that every formulaf  has been placed in normal form, with all negations 
and all X driven inside so that (1) only atomic propositions can be negated and (2) 
only atomic propositions or their negations can be after an X. We obtain {f} by 
means of the following rewriting system, which trivially terminates: (--> is in fact an 
equality). 
f state formula: 
{~f}+ {f}, 
{q( f  ^ g)}-+{qf}v{~g}, {q( fvg)}+{Tf}^{~g},  
{~Af} -+ E{-qf}, {-nEf} + A{~f}, 
{f Ag}-+{f}^{g}, {fvg}-+{f}v{g}, 
{Af} ~ A{f}, {Ef}~ E{f}, 
f execution .formula: 
{p}-+ p ifp is an atomic proposition or its negation 
{~f}  ~ {f}, 
{~Gf}-+ F{~f}, {TFf} ~ G{~f}, 
{~(f~ U f2)} + [{~f2} ^ {fl}] U [{~f2} ^ {~f,}] v G{~f2}, (1) 
{~(fl U f2)} -+ [{-q f2} n {f,}] U [{-n f2} n {-qfl}], (2) 
{mXf}-+ X{mf}, 
{f Ag}-~{f}A{g}, {fvg}-+{f}v{g}, 
{G f} + G{f}, {Ff} ~ F{f} 
{f, Uf2I-+{f,}U{f2}, {f, Of 2}~{f,}O{f2}. 
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X f: f 
X f: f 
state formula: 
{X -T f} ~ X{-Tf}, 
{X(fAg)}~{Xf}^{Xg}, {X(fvg)}~{Xf}v{Xg}, 
{XAf}  -* XA{f} ,  {XEf}  -~ XE{f}. 
execution formula: 
{X 7 f} -~ X{~f}, 
{X(f^g)}~{Xf}A{Xg}, {X(fvg)}~{Xf}v{Xg}, 
{XXf} ~ XX{f}, {XGf} ~ GX{f}, {XFf} + FX{f}, 
{X(f~ Uf2)} ~ {Xf,} U {Xf2}, {X(f~ Of 2)} ~ {Xf,} 0 {Xf2}. 
where we defined 
(f, 0f2) = (f, U f2) v Girl. 
Then we have 
(f, U f2) = (fl 0f2) ^  Ff2. 
The proofs may be found in [22]. 
(3) 
(4) 
We have the following axioms and rules of inference, similar to those given by 
Emerson and Halpern in [14] for CLT. 
Axioms: 
(Ax 1) All the tautologies of propositional logic. 
(Ax2) EFp--- E(trueUp), 
(Ax 3) AFp =- A(true Up), 
(Ax 4) EX(p v q) --- EXp v EXq, 
(AxS) AXp----TEX ~ p, 
(Ax6) E(pUq)~-E[qv(p^X(pUq)) ]  
(Ax 7) A(p U q) -= A[q v (p ^  X(p U q))] 
(Ax6') E(pUq)-=E[Nqv(Np^X(pUq))]  
(Ax 7') A(p U q) --- A[Nq v (Np ^  X(p U q))] 
(Ax 8) EXtrue ^  AXtrue. 
Rules of inference: 
(R1) p~q ~- EXp~EXq, 
(R2) r~(~q A EXr) F- r~-TA(p U q), 
(R3) r~[~q A AX(r v 7E(p U q))] ~- r~E(p  U q), 
(R4) p; (p~q)  F- q. 
We also have 
ifp and q EF, (*) 
ifp and q EF, (*) 
ifp and q SF, (*) 
ifp and q SF, (*) 
AXAf  = AXf, AGAf  = AGf  
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8. Modularity in MCTL* 
We will exhibit formulas f such that for every (C; E) and for every p~ we have 
Vp2; [(C,E)~ f(pO] ~ [(C,E)~ f(p~llp2)], 
which allows to deduce 
Vp2: [p~f ]  ~ [PlllP2~f] 
Such formulas are called modular. 
8.1. Preliminary problem 
Find the execution formulas f '  such that 
f '  exec(p~;p211p3; C; E) 
¢:> (or 3 )  f '  exec'(pl IIP2; P3; C; E) (1) 
for any p~, P2 and P3. (These formulas are the stable ones). 
If we consider nondeterministic processes, let exec(p~;p2 liP3; C; E) be a par- 
ticular execution of p, in the environment (P2 II P3 ; C; E) and exec'(pl IIP2 ; P3 ; C; E) 
the corresponding execution of p~ II P2 in the environment (C, E) (making the same 
nondeterministic choices). We then have 
exec,(p, ;P2 [I P3, C; E) = execS(p, IIP2 ,P3 ", C; E)n S(p,), 
exe%(pl ; P2 II P3 ; C; E) _c exec~(p~ II p2; p3; c ;  ~), 
exec3(pt ;P2 II P3 ; C; E) = exec~(p~ II p2 ,p3, c ,  E), 
exec4(pl ; P2 II P3 ; C; E) = execS(p, IIP2 ; P3 ; C; E). 
We often note exec(p0 for exec(p~;p211p3;C;E) and exec'(P, llP2) for 
exec'(p, liP2; P3; C; E). We suppose f '  is in normal form. 
PI: (a) f '=so .  
[So exec(pl)]¢=> [So c execl(pl) (t = 0)] 
[So ~ exec;(p~ II p~) (t = 0)3 ¢::> [So exec'( Pl II p2)]. 
Because execl(pO(t=O)=exec'l(plllP2)(t=O)~S(pO. We also have the 
equivalence and not only the implication if So~ S(pO. 
(b) f '= ip  so. 
[ip So exec(pl)] ¢:> [So c exec3(Pl) (t = 0)] 
¢:> [So c execS(p111P2) (t = 0)] ¢::> [ip SO exec'(pl IIp=)] 
because xec3(p~ ; p2 II P3 ; C; E)  = exec~(p~ II p3; c ;  E). 
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(C) f '=  em e. 
[em e exec(p,)] ¢:> [e ~ exec2(pl) (t = 0)] 
[e c execS(p, II P2) (t : 0)] ¢:> [em e exec'(pl IIp2)] 
because xec2(p, ; p2 [[ p3 ; C; E) c_ exec~(p~ [[ P2; P3 ; C; E). 
The equivalence is true if e is private (also called proper) to p~, i.e. if p, is the 
only process allowed to emit e. 
(d) f '=  ip e. 
[ip e exec(pl)]¢:> [e~ exec4(Pl) (t = 0)] 
¢¢,[e 6 exec~(pl []P2)(t = 0)]¢:>[ip e exec'(p~ [[P2)] 
because xec4(p, ; P2 [[ Ps ; C; E) = exec~(p~ [[ P2; P3 ; C; E). 
P2: (a) f '= f^ (v)g. If 
f (g)  exec(pl) ~ (¢:>) f (g)  exec'(pl HP2), 
then 
f^ (v) g exec(p,) ~ (¢:;~) f^  (v) g exec(pl ip2)- 
(b) f '=~f  The normal form of f '  being ~f  f must be an atomic proposition. 
Otherwise a rewriting would carry the ~ inside f :  ~f~{-Tf}. The only atomic 
propositions verifying (1) are f= ipso  and f= ip  e. Then the property (1) is true 
with an equivalence: 
because 
~fexec(p0  ¢:> -qfexec'(pl liP2) 
fexec(p0  ¢:> fexec'(pl[[p2). 
These properties are still true for f - -  So and f = em e if So is a state of Pl and if e is 
private to it. 
P3: (a) f '  = Gf where f is a state formula. First consider the case f '  = GAff We will 
note execj(pl ;p2; C; E; t) or execj(t) for execj(p, ; p2; C; E) (t). 
[GAf exec(pl ;P2 HP3 ; C; E)] 
¢:> [Vt; (C ,u  C'(t); E,~E' ( t ) )  ~ Af(pl;p2[[p3)] 
¢:> [Vt; (C, u exec3(t); E, u exec4(t)) ~ Af(pl ; P2 [[P3)] 
¢:> IV t; Vp4; Vexec(p, ; P2 [[ P3 [[ P4; C, u exec3(t); 
E, u exec4(t)); f exec] (~) 
¢:> (or ~ i f f  checks the property (1) with an 3 )  
[Vt; Vp4; Vexec"(p, [[P2 ; P3 ]] P4; C, u exec_~( t); 
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Et u exec](t));  f exec"] 
<::> [Vt; (C, w execS(t); E, u execS(t)) ~ Af(p, II P2 ; P3)] 
<::> [GAfexec ' (p l  iP2; P3; C; E)].  
I f f '=  GEf  the proof  is all the same except at line (c0. 
[V t; :::lp4; ::lexec(p, ; P2 I] P3 [[ P4; C, w exec3 (t); 
E, w exec4(t ) ) ; f  exec]. (a) 
The proofs in the case f '=  G( f  1 ^ f2) and f '  = G( f  1 vf  2) where f l  and f2 are state 
formulas are straightforward. The case f ' -  G(~f )  may never occur, ~f  not being 
a state formula. 
(b) f '=  Gf  where f is an execution formula. We suppose that f checks the 
property (1). Then 
[Gf  exec(p, ; P2 ]] P3 ; C; e ) ]  
[V t; f exec( p, ;P2 liP3; C, w C'(t);  E, w E' ( t ) ) ]  
<::> [ V t; f exec( P l ; P2 ]] P3 ; C, w exec3 ( t); E, w exec4(t) ) ] 
¢:~ [V t; f exec( p, ;P2 liP3; C, u execS(t); E, w exec~,(t))] 
<::> (3 )  [Vt; f exec(p~ ]]P2 ; P3; C~ ~ execS(t); E, w execS(t))] 
<::> [Gfexec ' (p ,  liP2; P3; C; E)].  
So the formula Gf  checks the property (1) with an ¢:> or an ~ i f f  checks it with 
an <::> or an 3 .  
P4/5: (a/b). In these cases the proofs are similar to the previous ones. 
Theorem 8.1. Suppose f is in normal form. The following holds: 
(1) f exec(p,,p2Hp3, c E) ~ /exec(pl  ][P2,P3, C, E) 
if f does not name em e and so; 
(2) fexec(pl,pz[[p3, C,E) ~ fexec'(p,]]p2,p3, C,E) 
if f names em e and So but does name neither -1era e nor ~So. f is then said to be stable. 
Remark 8.2. We will often keep f= (g~h)  in this form, while its normal form is 
{~g} v {h}. In such a case, for f to be stable, there should be no 7era e or -~so in 
{~g}, in other terms, there must be no em e or So in g normal form. But it may 
name ~em e and ~so. 
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8.2. Modular formulas 
Our initial problem was to find the modular formulas f, i.e. such that for every 
(C, E, pl, P2), the following property holds: 
[(C, E) %f(p,)] ~ [(C, E) ~f (P l  lip2). 
We will make an induction on the structure of f 
$2: Suppose that f=  g^ (v) h and that g and h are modular. Then 
[ (C ,E )~ g^ (v) h(p,)] ~ [ (C ,E )~ g^ (v)h(p~llp2) ] 
and g A (V) h is modular. On the other hand 7g(p~)~-Tg(p~ lip2) (or g(pl IIP2)~ 
g(PO) is false, even if g is modular. For example these four formulas are false: 
AXso(p, IIp~) ~ AXso(Pl), 
AXip So(Pl lip2) ~ AXip so(p,), 
AXip e(p, lip2) ~ AXip e(p,), 
AXem e(PlllP2) ~ AXem e(p,). 
$3: f=  Ag where g is stable. Then 
[(C, E) ~ Ag(p,)] 
[Vp2; Vexec(pl ; P2 ; C; E); g exec] 
[Vp2; Vp3 ; Vexec(p~ ; P2 II P3 ; C; E); g exec] (1) 
[Vp2; Vp3; Vexec'(pl liP2; P3; C; E); g exec'] (2) 
[Vp2; (C, E) ~ Ag(pl lip=)]. 
So [g stable]~[Ag and ((7, E )~ Ag(pl) are modular]. Notice that the previous 
proof is false if f=  Eg. Moreover, Eg is not modular in the general case. Consider 
Pl (Fig. 8). p~ satisfies EXs~(p0. Then consider P2 (Fig. 9). Then 7(EXsl)(p~ Hp2)= 
AX-7 s,(p, liP=) holds and not EXs~(p~ lip2). (s, is supposed to be private to Pl). 
Theorem 8.3. The formulas Ag; Ag ^  Ah or Ag v Ah are modular if the formulas ,[ 
and g are stable. 
ea  so' 
Fig. 8. 
p2 : , [77] 
Fig. 9. 
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The two main points in this theorem proof are the implications (1) and (2). The 
first implication is true due to the fact that our formulas can only have an A in the 
first position. The second implication is due to the fact that we are only considering 
stable expression formulas. 
Notice that the formula (A f~Ag) (p l ) ,  where Af  and Ag are modular formulas, 
is not modular in the general case. But either Af (p0 is true and (A f~Ag) (pt )  can 
be written as (Af^ Ag)(p0, or A f (p0 is false and we can only write ~Af(pl) .  Notice 
the difference between (A f~Ag) (p l )  and the correct (and eventually modular) 
specification A( f~ g) ( Pl )- 
9. Modularity and models of parallelism 
Studying any processes atisfying the following properties 
So exec( p~ ; P2 I] P3 ; C; E ) ¢:> So exec( p~ II p2, p3; c ,  E ) ^ So c s(pl )  
ip So exec(p, ; p2 ]] p3 ; c ;  E) ¢:> ip So exec(p~ ]] P2 ; P3 ; C; E), 
em e exec(p, ; p= 11 P3 ; C; E) ~ em e exec(p~ ]] P2 ; P3 ; C; E), 
ip e exec(pt;p2[]p3; C E) ¢:> ip e exec(p~]lp2;p3; C; E), 
and not only control machines would have led to the same modularity results. 
(socS(pO is compulsory at the first line for A(so~g)  to be modular). Notice 
nevertheless that these four formulas are leading back to our model of environments, 
even if the basical automata re different: Let S(pj) be the set of pj states, i.e. the 
set of values that pj controls may take in the different context. C(pj, Pk, t) is the set 
of pj controls at t in the environment Pk. Then 
C(p~, Pk, t) C S(pj). (1) 
The first equivalence l ads to: 
C(p, ; P2 II p3, t) = c(p l  II p2; p3; l) (h S(p,) 
and 
and 
C(p, ; P2; t) = C(p, lip=; 9); t) c~ S(pO, 
C(p2;p~; t )= C(pz]lp,;9); t)c~S(p2) 
(2) 
C(p, ; p2; t)w C(p2; p, ; t )= C(p, liP2; 9); t)c~[ S(p,)w S(p2)]. 
(1) allows us to deduce that C(p, liP2; 9); t)c_ S(p, ]IP2) and, if we suppose that 
S(p, ]] P2) c_ S(p,) w S(p2) then 
C(p, liP2; 9); t)c_ S (p , )u  S(p2) and 
(3) 
C(p,;  p2; t)w C(p2; Pl; t) = C(p, liP=; 9); t). 
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(3) means that Pl and P2 are writing their controls in the same environments (here 
C(p, [I P2; O; t)), which leads to our model of control environments. Conversely, the 
equation (2) means that Pl controls are given by p~ lip2 ones and then, by (3), by 
those of pl and P2: (2)  can  be rewritten in 
C(p~ ; p2; t) =[ C(p, ; p2; t)w C(p2; p~ ; t) ]n S(p~) 
the term C(p2 ; Pl ; t) representing the synchronization common states. This leads 
to the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. Under the hypothesis that modular processes must satisfy the four previous 
properties (and S( pl II p2) ~- S( p,) u S( p2) ), it follows that the control machine model 
is the only one which achieves modularity. 
10. Introduction of a second quantifier 
Until now, we have only allowed formulas uch as 
[(C, E) ~ Af(pl)] ¢:> [Vp2; Vexec(pl,p2, C, E); fexec] ,  
[(C, E) ~ Ef(p~)] ¢:> [~P2; Bexec(p,,p2, C, E) ; fexec] .  
where the quantifier ranging over the paths is the same as the one ranging over the 
executions. We now allow the formulas 
[(C, E) ~ AFf(pl)] ¢:> [Vp2; :lexec(p~,p2, C E) ; fexec]  
with similar definitions for AA, FA, I:E. We may also define (C, E) ~ AEf(p0 in 
the following way: 
[(C, E) ~ AEf(pl)] ¢:> [Vp2; (C; E) ~ £f(Pl;P2)] 
with [(C; E) ~ £f(p~ ;P2)] ¢:> [Bexec(p,,p2, C, E) ; fexec] .  
Notice that this f (p, ;  P2) is not the one that we used when there was a single 
quantifier (Section 6.2.). Then the f exec definition is the one expected; for example 
[XAAf exec(p, ;p: ;  C; E)] 
¢:> [Vp3 ; Vexec'( p, ; P2 II P3 ; C, w C'( 1); E~ w E'(1)); f exec']. 
So XAAf exec is exactly the previous XAf exec. 
Remarks 10.1. (1)Consider p (Fig. 10). AAXEAeme'(p) holds but not 
AAXAAem e'(p). 
• t 
[ ]  ) i---lip e em e ) [ - - ] . . .  
Fig. 10. 
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(2) EAem e' is not modular even if AAXEAem e' is as shown in Fig. 11. p' (Fig. 
11) satisfies EAeme'(p') but EAeme'(p'Hp") is false in the general case. The 
difference between p and p' is that in the case of p the initial A (in AAXEAem e') 
enforces that EAem e' is true for every PI in parallel with p; this is not true for p'. 
(3) In the general case, (C; E) ~ EAf (or (C; E) ~ EEf) is not modular. So we 
only will study the formulas beginning with an A. 
Theorem 10.2. The formulas (C; E) ~ AAf and (C; E) ~ AEf are modular. 
Notice that while it is forbidden to have an existential quantifier in first position, 
this is allowed in the following. 
Proof. Consider the case AEf We will prove 
[(C; E) ~ AEf(p)] ~ [(C; E) ~ AEf(p HP')] 
as follows: 
[(C; E) ~ AEf(p)] ¢:~ [Vp, ; 3exec(p; p, ; C; E) ; fexec]  
[Vpt; 3exec(p; p' lip, ; c ;  E ) ; f  exec] 
[Vp~; 3exec'(p[[p'; p~; C; E); fexec' ]  
[(C; E) ~ AEf(p lip')]. (1) 
The implication (1) is the same as the one which has been given previously for 
stable formulas. Suppose for example that f=XEAg. We denot exec3(1) for 
exec3(p; p'Hpl; C; E; 1). Then 
[XEAg exec(p; p' ]] p, ; C; E)] 
[3p2; Vexec'(p;p']]pl liP2; C~ u exec3(1); 
El w exec4(1)); g exec ~] 
which by induction hypothesis on g and because xec ~ and exec 2 are corresponding 
executions implies 
[::IP2 ; Vexec2(p I1P'; P, ]] P2 ; C1W exec3(1); 
E, w exec4(1)); g exec 2] 
[XEAg exec'(p HP'; P~ ; C; E)], 
where exec and exec' are also corresponding executions. 
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Remark 10.3. We define, as in Section 6.2 
[XAAf exec(p~ ; P2; C; E)] 
¢:> [Vp3 ; Vexec'( p~ ; P2 II P3 ; Cl U exec3( 1 ); E~ u exec4( 1)); f exec'], 
where exec3(1)= exec3(p~; p2; C; E; 1). But we could also have defined 
[XAAf exec(p~ ;P2; C; E)] 
¢:> [Vp3 ; Vexec"(pl ; P3 ; C1 U exec3(1) ;E  1u exec4(1) ) ; f  exec"]. 
This new definition seems to match better to our synthesis algorithm than the 
previous one. For example, when trying to realize AAXAAf, one may think that the 
obtained control machine will realize this formula with the second semantics. But 
in fact, for such formulas, the two semantics are the same. On the other hand, 
formulas such as A[GAEf~g]  are modular with the first semantics, while not with 
the second. 
11. Fully abstractness 
In this section we will describe control machines by means of modular formulas. 
A somewhat similar work can be found in [7], for classical automata nd classical 
temporal logic formulas. 
In order to give a fully abstractness result (definition in [24]), we have to modify 
our definitions. We still define exec(pl, P2, C, E) as (execl, exec2, exec3, exec4) but 
execl(t) is now the set of states reached (at t) by Pl, only by means of one of its 
own transitions (or by one of its initiations) and not by identification of states. Pl 
writes its states in C1. We also define a new atomic proposition, re So, which means 
that p~ reached So by itself, so re so(p~, t)Cr>SoC l(t); exec2(t) is still the set of all 
the signals emitted by p~ at t; we now write them in E1 so em e(p~, t)C:>e~ E~(t); 
execa(t) is now the set of states reached by P2 and C so execa(t)= C(t )~ C2(t); 
exec4(t) is now the set of signals emitted by P2 and E at t so exec4(t) = E(t)  u E2(t). 
So 
C'( t) = C( t) u Cl( t) u C2( t) = execl(t) u execa(t) 
and 
Then 
So(t) ~ So~ C'(t) c~ S(pl) ¢:~ So6 [execl(t) u exec3(t)] ~ S(p l ) .  
re So(t) ¢~ SoE execl(t), 
So(t) ¢~ SoE [execx(t) u exec3(t)] c~ S(p,), 
ip So(t) ¢~ SoC [exec,(t) w exec3(t)], 
em eo ¢~ eo~ execz(t), 
ip eo(t) ¢~ eoC [exec2(t-  1) u exec4(t - 1)]. 
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So it is possible to define the modular  properties with just the new executions. We 
also introduce a new kind of formula, for example 
AG[E(so ^  ip eo) ~ E(Xre s] A em el) A E(Xre S 2 A em e2)](pl )
which means 
V(C;  E),  Vp2, Vt, : lexec(p, ; P2 ; C; E) ,  (So ^  ip eo) exec 
[3exec' (p l  ; P2; C; E) ,  (Xre s, ^  em e~) exec' 
^ :lexec"(p, ; P2, C; E),  (Xre s2 ^  em e2) exec"]. 
This formula is obviously modular.  It describes the transition of  Fig. 12. Then we 
define P rop(p0  as the set of p~ modular  properties and [p,],  the observational 
semantics of p, ,  
[Pl] = {exec] B(p2; C; E) ,  exec = exec(p, ; P2; C; E)}. 
em et 
ip eo ) 
D ' Iv ) 
em ez 
Fig. 12. 
Theorem 11.1. {[p,] = [p2]}CC'{Prop(pl) = Prop(p2)}. 
Proof. I f  [p,]  = [P2], then the execution sets of p, and P2 are equal and then p, and 
p have the same properties. So P rop(p0  = Prop(p2). 
Conversely suppose that Prop(p, )  = Prop(p2). We first describe Pl and P2 by means 
of modular  formulas. Suppose, for example that p~ has just two transitions (Fig. 
13). We describe these two transitions by the formula 
AG[E(so^ $3) ~ E(Xre sl ^ Xre s4) ^  E(Xre s~ ^ Xre ss) 
^ E(Xre s2 ^  Xre s4) ^  E(Xre s2 ^  Xre ss)]. 
, y ]  , , y ]  
Fig. 13. 
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which means that the two nondeterministic choices are independent of each other. 
We also have 
AG[Eso~E(Xre S1) A E(Xre s2)], 
AG[Es3~E(Xre S4) A E(Xre ss)]. 
With three transitions we should have considered: 
AG[E(SoAS3AS6)~. . . ] ,  AG[E(so^ s3)~.  • • ] and 
AG[E(so)=>... ]
As those properties belong to Prop(p~)= Prop(p2), they also belong to Prop(p2). 
So if there is a set of transitions from (So, s3) to (s~, s4) (for example) in p~, there 
is also a set of transitions in P2 from (So, s3) to (s~, s4) because AG[E(SoA s3)~ 
E(Xre s~ ^  Xre s4)] holds. But now we must prove that in P2 there is such a set of 
transitions which does not reach any other states or emit any signal. Otherwise, it 
could not be the same sets of transitions in p~ and in P2. If such a set of transitions 
does not exist, then P2 satisfies 
AGA[(so ^  S3) A X(S  1 ^  S4) ~ X(s  0 v s 3 v s 6 v"  ° • v Sn) 
V (em e ,  v em e2 v .  • • v em ep)]. 
where {So, s~, . . . ,  s,} and {e~,. . . ,  ep} are the state and signal alphabets, which are 
supposed to be finite. But this property is false for p~ as the transition (So, s3) -~ (s~, s4) 
belongs to p~. So this property does not belong to Prop(p2) and there exists a set 
of transitions in P2 reaching no other states than (s~, s4) (and emitting no signals.) 
So we have proved that every set of transitions of pl also belongs to P2- A similar 
proof holds for the initialization states. So [Pl] c_ [P2] and [Pl] = [P2] hold. 
Theorem 11.2. The semantics Prop is fully abstract with regard to the observational 
semantics [ ], i.e. 
Vpl ,p2,  {Prop(p~) =Prop(p2)} 
¢:> {VCont; [Cont(pl)] = [Cont(p2)]}. 
where Cont( ) is a context. 
Proof. Consider a context and call it p3:cont( )=P3. We have to prove that 
[Pl] = [P2]~[P ,  lip3] = [p2 liPs] or 
Vp4, C, E; Vexecl(pl HP3;P4; C; E), ::l(p~; C'; E'), 
::lexec2(P2 II P3 ; P4; C'; E'), exec I = exec 2. 
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Consider exec3(pl; P3 liP4; C; E) the execution of Pl corresponding to exec 1. As 
[Pl] = [P2] holds, 
=l(p~; C'; E'),  3exec4(p2; p]; C'; E'),  
exec3(p, ;P3 lip4; C; E)  = exec4(p2 ; p~; C'; E'). 
This means that in some environment (execS, exec4 3)= (exec 4, exec4), p, and P2 may 
have the same behavior: (exec 3, exec3). And conversely, in the same environment 
(exec 3 ' exec 3) , 4 t = (execs, exec2), (P3 liP4; C; E)  and (P4; C', E') may have the same 
behavior, (exec 3 , exec 3) = (exec 4, exec4). 
So if we consider execS(p2 ; P3 II P4; C; E),  P2 may have the behavior (execS, exec 3) 
provided that (P3 IIP4; C; E)  has the behavior (exec 4, exec 4) and conversely. Then 
execS(P2 ;P3 II P4; C; E) may be (execS, exec 3, execS, exec3). The formal proof is an 
induction on t. Then 
:lexecS(P2; P3 lip4; c ,  E), 
exec3(pl ;P3 lip4; c ,  E) = execS(p2; P3 II P4, C, E). 
In these two executions, pl and P2 have the same behavior, (exec 3, exec 3) = 
(execS, execS). As the environments are the same, (C;  E)  in both cases, it is possible 
to enforce that P3 (and P4) has the same behavior in exec 3 and in exec 5. If we now 
consider exec3'(pl; P3 I]P4; C; E)  and execS'(p2 ; P3 Ilp4; C; E),  the executions corre- 
sponding to exec 3 and exec s, then exec 3' = exec 5'. So [ p~ II P31 -~ [ P= II P~] and [ p~ II p~] -- 
[p= II p3] hold. 
12. Environment modularity 
Proposition 12.1. Consider (Cl ;  El) and (C2; E2) and suppose that there exists a 
process P2 realizing (C2; E2) while working alone. Then 
[(C, ;E0  ~_ (C2; E2) and (C 1 ;E , )~f (p ) ]  ~ [(C2; E2)~f(p)].  
We first construct P2.e, realizing in any environment E2. Consider P2 and rename 
all its states so they are now private to it. Call P2,e this new control machine. As P2 
realizes (C2; E2) while working alone and as P2.e states are private to it, P2.e realizes 
E2 in any environment. 
Then we construct P2,,. always adding to its environment C2. This means that in 
any control environment C, P2 realizes C2w[Cc~S(p2)] (because of state 
identification). 
For example if P2 is the control machine of Fig. 14, then P2,c is as in Fig. 15. 
Notice that P2,,, does not emit anything while P2 does. The main point in the P2,c 
construction is that, if it arrives in s~ (for example) by state identification, this extra 
control will be lost at the next moment in NIL. So P2,c just realizes C2 w [C n S(p2)]. 
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Then consider p~ = P2,e 11P2.c and suppose, for example, that f = AEf'. 
[(C,; El) ~ AEf'(p)] ¢:> [Vp'; Bexec(p;p'; C1; E1);f'exec] 
[Vp'; Bexec'(p; p' II eL; c1; Up; f '  exec'] 
(1) 
[Vp'; Bexec"(p; p'; C2; E2);f' exec"] 
[(C2; E2) ~ AEf'(p)]. 
Implication (1) is true because 
Vexec'(p; p' II pG; c,; El); ]exec"(p; p'; C2; E2); exec' = exec", 
because Vj, execj = execj'. 
Informally, this property is still one of modularity. First consider a process p~ 
realizing, while working alone, (C~ ; E0 and a process p working in the environment 
p~. p is reading and writing its controls and signals in (C'; E') and p~ in (C1; E0. 
Recall (Section 3) that this means that p has no influence on Pl. Then consider p 
working in the environment Pl and P2. P is reading and writing its controls and 
signals in (C'; E'), pl in (C~; E0and P2 in (C2; E2). We suppose that (C'; E'), 
(C~; El) and (C2; E2) are physically different and that (C'; E') contains copies of 
(C~; E~) and (C2; E2). So p~ and P2 influence p but neither P~(2) nor p influence 
P2(~)- Then p is working in the environment ((72; E2)= (C1; E~)u (C2; E2) and the 
modularity property says that f (p)  still holds. 
We defined (EnvC; EnvE) as environments independent of p~ and Pz reactions 
(Section 3). But notice that we could have said that only EnvE was independent of 
pl and P2 and that the environment only add EnvC to EnvC' (or that the environment 
realizes EnvCu [EnvC'n S(p3) ] because of state identification). All the results 
would have been the same. 
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Proposition 12.2. With the same hypothesis on (C; E) and (C'; E') as on (CI; El) 
and (C2: E2), the following holds: 
[(C; E) ~ f (p)  ^  (C'; E') ~ f ' (p ' ) ]  ~ [(C u C'; E w E') ~ f Af'(p IIp')]. 
Proof. Immediate. [] 
Definition 12.3. Let P be an environment property; P(C; E) means that the environ- 
ment (C; E)  checks the property P. We then define 
[P~f (p ) ]  ¢~ [V(C; E); P(C; E)~(C;  E) N f (p)] .  
Proposition 12.4. Let f be a modular formula. Then the two following modularity 
properties hold: 
(1) [P~ f(p)] ~ [Vp'; P~ f(pHp')]. 
(2) [(P' ~ P) and(P~f (p) ) ]  ~ [P '~f(p)] .  
Proof. Immediate. [] 
13. Compilation of MCTL* 
By hypothesis we suppose that a state is either always common to every process 
or always private to one of them. In particular a state may not be private to a process 
just at one moment. Releasing this restriction allows to realize more formulas but 
leads to a syntactic heck-up over these formulas. 
(1) Realization of As: Cf. Fig. 16. 
(1') Realization of Aip s: We realize As as in (1). As we are realizing Af  by 
induction, replacing (Aip s) by (As) leads to replacing (ip s) by (s) everywhere in
f except in g in (g~h)  (see later). 
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)em e D~ 
t=-I 
Fig. 18. 
(2') Realization of Aip e: Cf. Fig. 18. 
We realize AX-%m e, in the same way than in (2). This leads to replacing ip e by 
X-%m e everywhere in f except in g in (g~h).  
Remark 13.1. Realizing (and even compositionally) A 7 s, Aia s, A-7 em e, Aia e 
(and then A[fC:>g] too) leads to introducing private states and signals, which is 
out of the scope of this article. Notice that in a conventional programming language, 
it is also impossible to write programs realizing A -7 So. Notice also that this restriction 
ensures that all the considered modular specifications are consistent, since our 
compilation algorithm is an induction one. 
(3) Realization of A( f^g) :  By induction, we suppose that we have already 
constructed CM1 verifying Af  (noted CM1 Af) and CM2 Ag. If CM1 and CM2 do 
not have in common a state which should be private to one of them, then 
CM, [I CM2 A( f^ g) holds. 
(4) Realization of AGAf: Suppose that CM Af has no private states. Then con- 
sider AGCM, the control machine obtained by looping on CM initial states 
(Fig. 19) where the transition is looping on CM initial states. 
Example. See Fig. 20. AGCM is in fact CM IIAXCM I1"" IIAX"CM I1''" and 
realizes 
AfA AXAfA • • • A AX~AfA . . . .  AGAf 
because CM has no private states. 
and AG CM: ~~ 
Fig. 19. 
CM AXS: [] >--~... and AGCM AGAXs: ~ >--~... U_J 
Fig. 20. 
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(5) Realization o f  AXAf: We have already constructed CM Af  Consider AXCM, 
the control machine obtained by adding a state ce before the initial states sj of  CM, 
and transitions from a to all the s~ such that at t = tcm AXCM is in a and not in 
the sj. Then AXCM AXAf holds (Fig. 21). 
tc  M 
and XC. , icM,, 
Fig. 21. 
Example. CM As: 
and AXCM AXAs: 
[ ]  ) __ [ ' s ]  . . . 
(6) Realization o f  AFAf: We already have constructed CM Af  Consider AFCM, 
the control machine obtained by adding a state a before the initial states sj of  CM 
and transitions from c~ to all the s~, and looping on a before executing the transition 
from a to all the sj. AFCM is initialized at t = tom - 1 and realizes AFAf  (Fig. 22). 
Example. 
CM Af: [ ]  
[] 
t=O 
) Z [ " " ]  . . . and AF CM: [ I ]~ jV  
t=- I  
(7) Realization o f  A( fv ,g ) :  We first define fv ,g .  Let f and g be execution 
formulas. Then f v, g ¢:> N (Af  v Ag). Notice that A ( f  v, g )~A( f  v g). The difference 
between v, and v is that, with v ,, at t = 0, we already know if, in the considered 
execution, f will be realized, or g. This is not granted with v. 
We already have constructed CM1 Af  and CM2 Ag. Then if, for example,  tcM~ = 
tcM2=0, CMIvCM2 obtained by means of a nondeterminist ic hoice at t=- i  
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CM,V CM2 : ) 
t=-i 
Exemple: CM, As,: ~ . . .  CM2 As2 : 
and CMtV CM2 : [~]v " ) 
t=- i  
D Q Q O 
~ Q Q O 
Fig. 23. 
(8) Realization of A( f~ g): Notice that we use different algorithms for A (~f  v g) 
and A( f~g) .  We will only consider the case where f names only ip So, ia So, ip e, 
ia e and where f ends before g begins. ( f  the cause, is entirely before g, the effect). 
For f  ending before g begins, f may only use the following operators: X, v, ^, -7. 
(Notice that specifications such as fU  (10s), i.e. f until ten seconds, are just a special 
case of the previous case). 
(a) We first define T( f ) ,  the greatest instant concerned by f 
T(ip s) = T(ip e) = 0, T(Xf) = 1 + T( f ) ,  
T ( f  v g) = T ( f  ^ g) = Sup( T ( f ) ;  T(g)), T (~f )  = T ( f ) ,  
(b) Then we realize CM A[fC~Xr(f)+ls] where s is a compounded state (noted 
c.s.) with c.s. = SolC.S. v c.s.lc.s. A C.S. where So is a classical state. The states constitutive 
of s are private to CM. 
• f=  ip So (ia So), (cf. Fig. 24). 
• f=Xf ' .  We already have constructed CM A[f'C:>Xr(/')+~s]. Consider AXCM: 
the following properties hold: 
AXCM AXA[f'C:>XT<I')+Is], AXCM A[Xf'Cc, XT(I')+2s], 
AXCM A[Xf'<=>xT(Xf')+]S], AXCM A[Xf'<z>xT(f)+~s], 
AXCM A[ f  C~ x r(f)+l s]. 
~q ip so 
) ~- - -  CM: 
(ia so ) 
Fig. 24. 
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Fq -O . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --- 
I ~ 1  . ° . . . . .  • . . . .  • • • . . . .  
T( f , l -T ( f2 )+ l  s ta tes  
Fig. 25. 
• f=f~  ^  (v)f2. We have already constructed 
CM, A[fl ¢~Xr(S")+'s'], CM2 A[f2Cr)xr(f2)+ls2]. 
Suppose that T(f)=Sup(T(f,), T(f2))= T(fl). We now construct CM~A[f2¢:> 
x~(f)+'s~s~+,]. CM~ = CM2 II CM~ where CM~ is the machine depicted in Fig. 25. 
Then 
2 CM, II CM; A[T, ^ T2¢:>xT(I)+I(sIA ST(T)+I)] and 
CM, II CM~ A[f~ vf2Cz>xY(f)+l(s  I V S2(f)+,)] 
hold. 
(c) We will now realize CM' A[xT(f)+~ip s~g]. We have supposed that g begins 
after f ends. More precisely, suppose that g = xTCr)+2g ' (notice that g = Xr(f)+%m e 
could be authorized too) and consider CM, Ag'. Then CM2 is the control machine 
of Fig. 26 where the transition arrives on CM~ Ag' initial states and realizes A[ip sO 
Xg']. CM' is the machine of Fig. 27 where the last transition arrives on CM~ Ag' 
initial states and realizes 
A[xT(f )+l ip  s~ x T<r)+2g '] = A[x T(f)+lip s~ g]. 
(d) We have now constructed 
CM A[fc~xT(f)+'s] and CM'A[XT(r)+'ip s~g]. 
Then CM II CM' realizes A[ f~g] .  
(e) The previous construction allows to realize AG[ f  ~ g] (A(xt)W(f~g)) easily. 
One checks easily that, although s is private to CM A[fc=>xT(y)+Is], the control 
machine AGCM realizes AG[fCz~xr(r~+ls] (A(xt)WCM realizes A(xt)W[fC¢, 
Xr(f)+ls]). This property is due to the fact that CM is in s only at t = T(f)+ 1 and 
) ) CMI Ag' 
Fig. 26. 
[] []  ip s 
• • • • • • - • • • • } 
t=O ....... t=T (f) +i 
Fig. 27. 
CM, Ag' ] 
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then that: 
Vn, (CM IIAX"CM) (A[f<=>Xr(Y)+'s] ^ AX"[T<=>XT(Z)+'s]) 
holds. Then as AGCM' realizes AG[XT(I)+'ips~g], AG(CMIICM') realizes 
AG[ f~g] .  
(f) Remarks. (1 ) In  [22], we realized A[ f~g]  by means of CM~A[ f~ 
G ~ stop] II CM2 A[Gia s top~g]  with stop private to CM,. This allows us to realize 
A[ f~g]  in nearly all the cases, even when f does not end before g begins. But, 
because stop is private to CM], this method is not suitable for realizing AG[ f~ 
G ~ stop] and AG[ f~g] .  In the same work, we also gave an algorithm realizing 
A[fc~g]. 
(2) If the formula g begins before f ends but does not use the operator v and F 
(deterministic control machine), then it is possible to find f and g' such that 
CM A(f~g)C:>CM ^ , A ( f~g ' )  and that g' begins af ter f  ends. f  is the beginning 
o f f  until t. g' is the part of g controlled by f .  Then we can realize CM, A[ f~g ' ]  
and CM = II, CM, realizes A[ f~g] .  But this algorithm has a quadratic omplexity. 
(9) Realization of A(fU g): (a) If CM1 Af and CM2 Ag may be constructed, and 
if for example tcM,= tcM2 = 0, the control machine of Fig. 28 realizes A(fU g). 
(b) If g names only ip So, ia So, X, ^ and 7, then we have already constructed 
CM A( f~g)  ¢:>CM A ,A( f~g ~) and that g' begins after f ends. f  is the beginning 
o f f  until t. g' is the part of g controlled by f .  Then we can realize CM, A[ f~g ' ]  
and CM = H, CM, realizes A[ f~g] .  But this algorithm has a quadratic omplexity. 
AG[~gC>XT(~)+lS], AXT(g)+lce, AG[~ ^  ip s~Xf '  ^  Xce], 
and one deduces easily that AGCM II CM' A[ f0  g] holds. Notice that, once more, 
although s is private to CM, Vn, (CMHAX"CM)(A[fOg]^AX"[fOg]) holds, 
which allows to realize AG[ f0  g] (in the same way we could realize A(xt)W(fU g)). 
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[ ]  _., [ ]  ) 
Fig. 30. 
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(10) Realization of AXf AGfand AFf: We have already realized AXAf, AGAf 
and AFAf And AXAfC:>AXf and AGAfC:>AGf hold. In the AFf case, only the 
implication holds: AFAf~AFf  For example, the control machine of Fig. 30 realizes 
AFX2s2 but not AFAX2s2. Nevertheless, the previous implication allows to realize 
AFf by means of CM AFAf Notice too that if f=  Xf' then AFf= AFXf' = AXFf' = 
AXAFf' and that if f=  Ff' then AFf=AFFf '=AFf ' .  
(11) Generalization to regular operators: Following Wolper [45], consider the 
operator (xt) w (t: true; x: undefined). 
[A(xt)Wf(p,)] ¢~ [V(C, E); Vp2; Vexec(p,,p2, C, E); Vt;fexec2,+,]. 
The control machine CM0 (Fig. 31) realizes A(xt)WT and is better than CM~ which 
realizes A(xt ) 'T  but also AG(T~×3T).  This second property can be troublesome 
if there is another process CM2 in parallel with CM~ (Fig. 32). CM2 realizes 
A T ^ AX T. CMo ]] CM2 realizes A(xt)'T  ^  (A T ^ AX T). But CM~ n CM2 realizes AG T 
and not only A(xt)WT^ (AT^AXT). 
Suppose now that there exists CM1 realizing Af without any private state. For 
example CM~ A×s (Fig. 33) where by a we mean the initial state of CM~. Then 
AG(cr ~Xs)  holds. More generally, let the ai be the initial states of CM~ (we suppose 
that tcu, =0). CM~ AG[Aj chef ]  holds because CMI has no private state. Now 




CM, AXs  
Fig. 32. 
1~ ) ~] . . .  
Fig. 33. 
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f]) and identify T and A~aj: A j%= T. Then CM011CM1 
(Cf. Fig. 34) because 
CMo A(xt)WT, ] 
CM~ AG(Aj %~f) ,~  ~ CMolICM, A(xt)Wf. 




Notice that we could also have introduced and synthesized easily an explicit 
"loop" operator. 
Finally, let us mention the strict specifications. Roughly speaking, a specification 
f is a strict specification of process p if every execution ofp (in every environment) 
does nothing else than what f describes or as little as possible [22]. For example, 
in Section 13(11), CM~ does not realize strictly A(xt)WT, because CM~ II CM2 realizes 
AG T and not only A(xt)WT ^ (AT ^  AXT). This, of course, may be very troublesome 
for applications. Nevertheless, notice that this problem exists even in the classical 
parallelism odel, although it is more acute in the control machine one, as controls 
may be created by other processes. It seems to be possible to compile automatically 
processes realizing strictly given specifications [22] while classical model checkers 
never prove that the checked process realizes trictly its specification. 
(12) Complexity: The compile time, number of states, number of transitions, 
environment size and execution time needed to synthesize a control machine from 
a given specification f, by means of the previous algorithm, are obviously linear in 
the size o f f  
14. Hierarchical networks and specifications 
In Section 3 we have already shown how (EnvC; EnvE) could be used for 
hierarchies of processes. Nevertheless, notice that we achieved modularity only 
within the same level. For example, in Section 3 f(p,)  ^  g(P2)~f^ g(Pl lip2) holds 
but not f(PO ^  h (p3)~fA  h(p, liP3), because P3 is not reading its controls in the 
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same environment as Pl. Suppose for example that f=A[so~Xs l ]  and h= 
A[Xs,~X2s2]. I fpt  is in So at t=0,  then it will be in s~ at t= 1 but not P3 so Xes2 
is not granted. 
We now show how hierarchies of processes may be introduced in the same level 
of our model, which achieves modularity even within these hierarchies. 
Consider the example of Fig. 35. In CMo, the states ~ and s2 must be understood 
rather as processes than as states. The previous diagram is then a representation f 
a hierarchical network. Consider also the CM specification: AG[Xs~ ^  X2s2]. In this 
specification, s~ and s2 must be understood rather as specifications of CMI and CM2 
than as states. The CM~ and CM2 specifications are AG(sj~X(i),  therefore we may 
replace sj by sj ^  Xtj. CM specification is then AG[X(Sl ^  Xt~) ^  X2(s2 ^  Xt2) ]. Notice 
that CMo just creates controls to initialize other processes (control machine). 
Remark. If we want CM~ and CMz not to be able to influence CM0, we just have 
to duplicate the CMo states as in Section 12. 
B'  i 
I I 
D 
a lso  noted :  CM0 : 
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15. Conclusions 
We have given a new model of parallelism allowing a new kind of communication 
and synchronization between processes. We defined a specification language, a 
temporal logic, with a new semantics. This new semantics and the model lead to 
modular (compositional) specifications naming internal states, which allow proofs 
of parallel programs, easy debugging, natural program development and a clear 
and easy programming methodology. Then we compiled the main part of these 
modular specifications and this compilation is linear both in size and time. So this 
specification language is in fact a logical programming language fficiently compil- 
able. As in every logical programming language, the problem of program verification 
has disappeared. Once a specification has been written, the compiler constructs 
automatically a control machine realizing this specification. Moreover, we proved 
that for any process p, the set of modular specifications of p is a fully abstract 
semantics of p, which means that the modular specifications are enough for describing 
a process entirely. Finally we showed two different ways in which our model may 
be used for hierarchical networks and specifications. 
We believe that the modular programming methodology underlying this work is 
closer to the designer intuition and easier to use than many others. We also feel 
that our compositional semantics (and our model of computation) offers a nice and 
practical alternative to the classical partial order semantics [46, 13, 5, 8] interleaving 
semantics [29, 35] or compositional semantics [25, 41, 23]. 
We would like to emphasize that our proof system, being purely modular, can 
be used for processes working in parallel with an arbitrary number of others processes 
[40]. 
In addition we would like to draw attention to the fact that the interval between 
two instants does not have to be constant and may be, for example, externally 
driven. Thus we could have introduced temporal operators uch as Xe, meaning "at 
the next instant when signal e will be present". This allows the definition of numerous 
different clocks as in [6] and leads to real-time applications. We can also model 
the control flow of concurrent processes, either directly or introducing asynchrony 
[30]. Then the operator X could mean, for example: "the next time when all the 
processes have stopped working and are ready to communicate (synchronize)". 
Related works in the field of real-time systems include Esterel [6] and Statecharts 
[21]. Both provide a mechanism allowing chain reaction effects but lead to temporal 
paradoxes similar to the one pictured in Section 3 and give rise to serious emantical 
difficulties. The main problem is that these models, allow in their very heart, 
nonmodular specifications. Nevertheless, uch a chain reaction mechanism is very 
powerful and highly desirable for real-time applications. For example, a watch 
counting milliseconds must be able to go from state 099 ms to state 100 ms at once, 
i.e. executing the two transitions from 9 to 0 and the one from 0 to 1 at the same 
moment, even if the third one is induced by the second one, itself induced by the 
first one. Such a mechanism, somewhat restricted, may also be provided in the 
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contro l  mach ine  mode l  with minor  changes.  And,  what  is more,  it does not  lead to 
tempora l  paradoxes  or nonmodu lar  speci f icat ions.  
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